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Description 

BACKGROUND  OF  THE  INVENTION: 

5  1  .  Field  of  the  Invention 

The  present  invention  relates  to  an  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  for  use  in  various  operations, 
such  as  the  ultrasonic  inspection  of  a  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel  in  nuclear  power  stations,  the  cleaning 
of  large  containers  and  the  recovery  of  foreign  objects  from  the  water. 

10 
2.  Description  of  the  Related  Art 

Conventionally,  an  ultrasonic  inspection  apparatus  as  one  shown,  for  example,  in  FIG.  18  has  been  used 
as  one  type  of  inspection  system  for  detecting  defects  in  internal  walls  of  large  containers. 

15  Referring  to  FIG.  18,  an  ultrasonic  inspection  apparatus  will  be  described  hereinbelow  by  way  of  an  ex- 
ample  which  may  be  used  to  detect  defects  in  the  welded  portion  of  the  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel. 

In  FIG.  18,  the  ultrasonic  inspection  apparatus  1  comprises  a  ring-like  rail  4  which  is  attached  to  the  outer 
end  of  the  rotatable  legs  6  which  in  turn  extend  radially  and  outwardly  from  the  body  portion  thereof.  The  ul- 
trasonic  inspection  apparatus  1  is  fixed  in  position  to  an  upper  flange  3  of  a  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel  2 

20  via  support  legs  5  which  extend  from  the  rail  4  and  a  guide  stud  11  when  a  head  closure  (not  shown)  is  removed. 
Suspending  from  the  body  portion  of  the  inspection  apparatus  1  downwardly  is  a  supporting  column  7  along 
which  a  manipulator  10  having  a  probe  assembly  9  may  be  movable  by  means  of  a  driving  device  8.  In  such 
a  prior  ultrasonic  inspection  apparatus  1,  the  positioning  operation  of  the  manipulator  10  is  performed  by  the 
rotary  movement  of  the  rail  4  and  the  vertical  movement  of  the  driving  device  8,  thereby  accomplishing  ultra- 

25  sonic  inspection  of  any  welded  regions  in  the  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel  2. 
FIG.  19  shows  a  typical  example  of  prior  art  pool  cleaning  apparatus  which  is  adapted  to  move  and  perform 

a  desired  operation  in  the  water  as  needed. 
In  FIG.  19,  there  is  shown  a  pool  cleaning  apparatus  200.  The  pool  cleaning  apparatus  200  is  first  trans- 

ported  to  a  pool  side  area,  and  then  submerged  into  the  pool  water  until  it  sinks  to  the  bottom  of  the  pool  by 
30  gravity.  Then,  the  cleaning  apparatus  200  is  actuated  to  suck  and  remove  foreign  objects  or  the  like  from  the 

pool  water  by  means  of  a  pump  202,  while  it  travels  on  wheels  201. 
A  similar  cleaning  operation  as  described  above  is  undertaken  along  and  on  the  wall  surface  of  the  pool. 
FIG.  20  shows  a  tank  cleaning  apparatus  which  may  be  used  to  clean  the  inner  wall  surface  of  a  container, 

such  as  a  tank. 
35  The  tank  cleaning  apparatus  300  operates  to  clean  the  internal  surface  of  the  tank  by  means  of  a  rubbing 

brush  302  which  is  attached  at  the  top  end  of  the  apparatus  body  300,  while  it  is  driven  by  means  of  screws 
301  to  move  floating  on  the  water  surface. 

Another  example  of  an  apparatus  designed  for  flaw  detection  is  an  apparatus  which  is  provided  with  a  sub- 
merging  device  (such  as  one  shown,  for  example,  in  the  Japanese  Patent  Applications  JP-A-58-246435  and 

40  JP-A-59-35508.).  This  type  of  flaw  detection  apparatus  is  designed  such  that  it  comprises  a  submerging  device 
body  adapted  to  be  driven  to  travel  under  the  water  by  a  propulsion  unit,  and  the  submerged  device  body  is 
provided  with  a  clewing  mechanism,  of  two  degrees  of  freedom  as  the  case  may  be,  having  a  probe. 

However,  such  apparatuses  as  shown  in  FIG.  18,  FIG.  19,  and  FIG.  20  have  problems  as  described  below. 
First,  the  apparatus  of  the  construction  as  shown  in  FIG.  18  needs  a  rail  4  which  is  bulky  and  heavy  in 

45  weight  for  attachment  on  the  body  2  of  the  large  container,  and  other  ancillary  equipments,  such  as  support 
legs  5,  in  order  to  guide  a  probe  to  a  location  where  a  flaw  detecting  operation  should  be  undertaken.  Conse- 
quently,  not  only  the  apparatus  needs  plenty  of  time  and  manual  labors  to  assemble,  attach  and  adjust  these 
components,  but  also  reduction  of  the  exposure  rate  of  operators  to  radiation  and  speed  up  of  its  operation, 
cannot  be  accomplished  when  the  apparatus  is  applied  to  detect  flaws  in  the  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel. 

so  Thus,  a  staight  forward,  compact  and  light-weight  apparatus  has  been  desired. 
Additionally,  when  the  apparatus  having  the  construction  as  shown  in  FIG.  19  is  intended  to  be  used  in  a 

tank  provided  with  a  nozzle  or  the  like  the  travelling  range  of  the  apparatus  is  restricted,  and  the  apparatus 
may  not  perform  an  intended  operation  directed  to  the  internal  surface  of  the  nozzle  (for  example,  cleaning 
or  flaw  detection  operation).  Besides,  since  the  means  for  moving  the  apparatus  along  the  wall  surface  is  the 

55  wheels  201,  it  is  impossible  for  the  apparatus  to  run  over  the  corner  portion  of  the  tank.  Thus,  if  the  apparatus 
must  be  operated  in  separate  and  greatly  spaced  locations  (for  example,  if  the  apparatus  must  be  shifted  in 
180°  opposite  directions  along  the  vertical  wall  surface),  it  is  necessary  to  lift  and  then  shift  the  apparatus 
body  200  and  guide  it  again  to  a  location  where  an  operation  is  to  be  performed,  and  thus  a  plenty  of  time  is 
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needed. 
Moreover,  as  to  the  construction  as  shown  in  FIG.  20,  it  is  necessary  to  run  the  water  out  of  the  tank  so 

as  to  lower  the  level,  since  the  apparatus  moves  floating  on  the  water  surface,  although  the  apparatus  can 
5  quickly  move  in  a  plane.  Such  run  of  water  is  time-consuming. 

Additionally,  when  the  apparatuses  as  shown  in  FIG.  19  and  FIG.  20  are  applied  to  flaw  detection  operation, 
some  degree  of  a  thrust  force  (normally  in  the  magnitude  of  several  kgf)  is  needed  to  press  the  probe  against 
a  subject  to  be  proved.  Furthermore,  since  an  elevated  precision  in  maintaing  a  locus  of  probe  motion  and  a 
constantspeed  of  traverse  motion  are  required,  the  essential  requirements  described  above  may  not  be  derived 

10  from  the  utilization  of  driving  means,  such  as  wheels  201  and  propulsion  screw  301  ,  and  thus  the  prior  appa- 
ratus  may  not  be  usable  in  flaw  detecting  operation.  Furthermore,  since  even  the  flaw  detection  device  having 
a  submerging  device  does  not  allow  its  submerging  device  body  come  into  contact  the  internal  wall  surface  of 
the  large  container,  and  the  submerging  device  body  is  constantly  floating  in  the  water,  and  therefore  its  pos- 
itioning  control  has  been  difficult. 

15  As  described  above,  there  has  been  no  apparatus  provided  so  far  which  can  carry  out  a  flaw  detection 
operation  in  a  container  with  a  higher  work  efficiency. 

SUMMARY  OF  THE  INVENTION: 

20  The  present  invention  has  been  made  in  consideration  of  the  above-mentioned  backgrounds,  and  a  prin- 
cipal  object  of  the  invention  is  to  provide  an  inspection  apparatus  which  is  movable  freely  along  the  internal 
surface  of  a  large  container  without  bulky  and  heavy  ancillary  equipments  to  be  attached  to  the  container,  while 
ensuring  a  flaw  detection  operation  with  an  enhanced  precision. 

The  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  according  to  the  present  invention  is  constituted  as  defined 
25  in  claim  1  . 

A1.  The  system  comprises  a  running  gear  which  can  actuate  the  system  to  move  along  the  internal  wall 
surface  of  a  large  container  full  of  water,  an  anchoring  carriage  including  an  adhesion  device  for  securing 
the  carriage  by  an  adhesion  force  to  the  wall  surface,  a  f  lewing  base  which  is  freely  and  pivotably  attached 
to  the  anchoring  carriage  body  via  a  turning  mechanism,  said  base  having  a  propulsion  unit  for  propelling 

30  the  apparatus  in  two  or  more  directions,  and  an  orientation  marker  including  two  or  more  axes  which  are 
fitted  to  the  base. 
A2.  The  system's  self-weight  is  designed  to  be  0  kgf  in  the  water,  and  it  comprises  a  propulsion  unit  which 
can  actuate  the  system  to  travel  in  the  water  in  two  or  more  directions  in  a  three-dimensional  space,  a 
running  gear  which  drives  the  system  to  move  along  the  internal  wall  surface  of  the  large  container,  an 

35  adhesion  device  for  securing  the  system  body  to  the  wall  surface  by  an  adhesion  force,  and  a  turning  base 
including  an  orientation  marker  having  two  or  more  axes. 
A3.  To  allow  for  various  kinds  of  flaw  detection  operations,  the  system  is  provided  with  a  manipulator  having 
six  or  more  axes. 
A4.  To  orient  the  position  of  the  system,  the  system  is  provided  with  a  distance  determining  device  at  a 

40  location  spaced  from  the  system  body,  the  distance  determining  device  having  a  driving  unit  with  two  or 
more  axes. 
B1  .  The  distance  determining  device  is  provided  with  a  corner  cube  as  an  orientation  marker,  and  a  global 
light  source  is  positioned  at  the  central  position  of  the  corner  cube  for  use  to  determine  the  position  of  the 
marker. 

45  B2.  The  number  of  the  propulsion  units  to  be  arranged  is  six  in  total,  i.e.,  two  units  for  submerging  and 
floating  the  system  and  four  units  for  moving  the  system  toward  and  away  from  the  wall  surface. 
B3.  To  use  the  cable  of  smaller  diameter  thereby  reducing  its  weight,  a  driver  for  a  driving  motor,  an  E/O 
or  O/E  converter  etc.  are  provided  inside  the  turning  base. 
B4.  To  ensure  for  the  system  a  free  movement  along  the  wall  surface,  an  independent  four-wheels  sus- 

50  pension  and  an  independent  steering  mechanism  are  provided.  A  meter  for  calculating  the  number  of  ro- 
tation  of  the  wheel  is  provided  to  determine  a  distance  which  has  been  travelled  by  the  system. 
B5.  Four  adhesion  pads  are  arranged  vertically  and  horizontally  to  be  symmetrical  with  the  right  and  left 
adhesion  pads  arranged  to  be  located  adjacent  to  the  flaw  detecting  position  (relative  to  the  upward  and 
the  downward  directions  of  the  anchoring  carriage)  of  the  manipulator. 

55  C1  .  To  establish  a  positional  stability  in  the  water,  the  system  is  designed  such  that  its  center  of  buoyancy 
may  be  located  vertically  above  its  center  of  gravity  with  regard  to  a  positional  relationship  between  the 
center  of  gravity  and  the  center  of  buoyancy. 
D1.  A  laser  beam  is  used  as  a  non-contact  type  distance  determing  means,  which  allows  an  operator  to 
determine  a  distance  based  upon  a  phase  difference  between  a  signal  emitted  and  a  signal  reflected  back 
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off  the  corner  cube. 
D2.  The  distance  determining  device  is  mounted  upon  a  guide  stud  which  may  be  used  as  a  reference  point 
for  calculation  of  an  absolute  position  of  the  system  body. 

5  E1.  The  elbow  axis  and  the  shoulder  axis  of  the  manipulator  are  connected  together  through  a  linkage, 
and  a  counter-weight  is  arranged  at  the  distal  end  of  the  linkage. 
In  accordance  with  the  teachings  of  the  present  invention,  the  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system 

will  be  described  hereinbelow  with  its  application  for  flaw  detection  of  a  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel  (large 
container). 

10  The  mobile  device  comprises  a  propulsion  unit  and  a  running  gear,  and  has  a  weight  of  0  kgf  in  the  water, 
wherein  it  is  designed  such  that  its  center  of  gravity  may  be  positioned  below  the  center  of  buoyancy  in  the 
vertical  direction.  Consequently,  the  system  may  move  to  any  desired  position  within  the  nuclear  reactor  pres- 
sure  vessel  and  also  travel  along  the  inner  wall  surface  of  the  vessel. 

When  the  system  is  guided  to  a  location  where  a  flaw  detecting  operation  is  carried  out  under  the  driving 
15  action  as  above-mentioned,  the  system  is  secured  in  position  on  an  inner  wall  surface  of  the  vessel  by  means 

of  adhesion  means  attached  to  the  mobile  device,  and  the  flaw  detecting  operation  can  be  carried  out  by  means 
of  a  manipulator.  Since  the  adhesion  pads  are  arranged  so  that  they  may  occupy  a  space  of  maximum  span 
to  counter  a  moment  which  is  caused  by  the  flaw  detecting  operation  of  the  manipulator,  a  stable  operation 
for  flaw  detection  may  be  accomplished  in  the  system.  Furthermore,  a  counter-weight  is  provided  for  further 

20  improvement  of  the  operational  precision  of  the  system.  As  a  result,  the  manipulator  can  retain  its  center  of 
gravity  on  the  axis  of  the  shoulder,  even  when  the  position  of  the  manipulator  is  varied,  and  thus  no  variation 
in  the  magnitude  of  moment  occurs,  whereby  preventing  the  system  body  from  making  any  rattling  movement 
(i.e.,  the  axis  of  the  shoulder  of  the  manipulator  does  not  move  during  a  flaw  detecting  operation). 

Besides,  it  is  possible  to  move  the  manipulator  upwardly  relative  to  the  nuclear  reactor  vessel  by  the  slew- 
25  ing  mechanism  of  the  turning  base  and  thus  the  flaw  detecting  operation  not  only  for  the  nozzle,  but  also  for 

the  flange  ligament  portion  may  be  carried  out  from  the  internal  surface  of  the  vessel.  Consequently  flaw  de- 
tection  covering  any  location  to  be  inspected  may  be  completely  accomplished  by  the  system  of  the  present 
invention.  The  absolute  position  of  the  mobile  device  can  be  determined  by  means  of  the  orientation  marker 
and  the  distance  determining  device  arranged  on  the  guide  stud,  using  the  guide  stud  as  a  reference  point. 

30  The  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  in  accordance  with  the  present  invention  can  move  to  any 
desired  position  within  the  large  vessel,  allowing  its  compact  assembly  with  a  reduced  weight  as  well  as  an 
easy  assembly,  installation  and  adjustment. 

Furthermore,  the  underwater  inspection  system  of  the  present  invention  can  be  moved  in  a  short  period 
of  time  driven  by  the  propulsion  unit  in  all  directions  in  a  three-dimensional  space  faster  than  the  conventional 

35  apparatus  for  similar  purposes  in  the  underwater  operation,  even  when  a  desired  position  of  operation  is  sub- 
stantially  remote  away.  Moreover,  the  absolute  position  of  the  mobile  device  can  be  determined,  and  conse- 
quently  a  highly  precise  flaw  detection  operation  may  be  carried  out  in  the  water. 

Accordingly,  the  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  of  the  present  invention  is  compact  and  of  re- 
duced  weight,  and  accomplishes  a  highly  precise  flaw  detecting  operation  in  all  ranges  to  be  inspected.  More- 

40  over,  the  inspection  system  of  the  present  invention  can  allow  an  easy  assembly  and  adjustment  to  reduce 
the  number  of  operators  needed. 

When  the  system  is  applied  for  flaw  detection  of  a  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel,  a  usual  work  period 
needed  to  carry  out  the  operation  may  be  shortened  to  1/4  -  1/5  of  that  in  the  prior  art,  and  thus  the  system 
may  contribute  greatly  to  the  reduction  in  the  exposure  of  the  operator  to  radiation,  while  simultaneously  saving 

45  the  inspection  period  and  cost. 

BRIEF  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  DRAWINGS: 

FIG.  1  is  a  front  elevation  of  the  mobile  vehicle  in  the  first  embodiment  of  the  underwater  mobile  type  in- 
50  spection  system  of  the  present  invention;  FIG.  2  is  a  bottom  plan  view  in  the  same  embodiment  in  FIG.  1;  FIG. 

3  is  a  general  pictorial  view  showing  the  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  as  applied  in  the  nuclear 
reactor  pressure  vessel  to  detect  a  defect;  FIG.  4  through  FIG.  9  are  pictorial  views  respectively  showing  the 
components  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  in  the  above  embodiment;  FIG.  10  is  a  block  diagram  showing  the 
flow  of  signals  in  the  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  shown  in  FIG.  3;  FIG.  11  through  FIG.  15  are 

55  views  respectively  showing  the  operating  mode  of  the  mobile  vehicle  in  alternative  embodiments  of  the  inven- 
tion;  FIG.  16  and  FIG.  17  are  pictorial  views  generally  showing  the  second  embodiment  of  the  system  of  the 
present  invention;  FIG.  18  is  a  cross-sectional  view  showing  a  conventional  ultrasonic  defect  finding  device; 
FIG.  19  and  FIG.  20  are  views  respectively  showing  the  general  configurations  of  the  prior  underwater  mobile 
vehicles. 
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DETAILED  DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PREFERRED  EMBODIMENTS: 

One  embodiment  of  the  present  invention  will  be  described  hereinbelow,  with  reference  to  accompanying 
5  drawings  wherein  the  same  reference  numerals  are  used  to  indicate  the  identical  components  throughout  the 

drawings. 
FIG.  3  is  a  view  schematically  showing  one  embodiment  of  the  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system 

of  the  present  invention  as  applied  for  flaw  detection  of  welds  in  the  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel  (large 
container)  2  in  the  nuclear  power  stations. 

10  The  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  scans  the  internal  wall  surface  2a  of  the  vessel  so  as  to 
carry  out  flaw  detection  travelling  along  the  internal  wall  surface  2a  by  movile  vehicle  device  21  . 

Prior  to  the  start-up  of  a  flaw  detection  operation,  a  head  closure  (not  shown)  is  removed  beforehand  from 
the  reactor  vessel  2  which  is  positioned  below  the  bottom  floor  of  the  cavity  pit  24  and  surrounded  by  a  concrete 
wall.  The  reactor  vessel  2  and  the  cavity  pit  24  are  filled  with  water  to  shield  radiation.  A  seal  is  disposed  be- 

15  tween  the  upper  flange  3  of  the  reactor  vessel  2  and  the  bottom  floor  of  the  cavity  pit  24.  The  reactor  vessel 
2  and  the  cavity  pit  24  etc.  are  enclosed  by  a  concrete  container  which  is  generally  called  as  a  nuclear  reactor 
containment  vessel  22,  and  this  vessel  22  serves  to  completely  shield  radiation. 

Connected  with  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  are  a  cable  30  which  includes  lines  through  which  flaw  de- 
tecting  signals  and  control  signals  etc.  are  transmitted,  and  power  lines. 

20  Provided  above  the  cavity  pit  24  is  a  cable  length  adjustment  and  guide  device  31  which  serves  to  guide 
the  cable  30  while  adjusting  the  cable  length  to  be  submerged  into  the  water,  depending  on  the  moving  position 
of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  .  The  cable  30  is  connected  with  a  ultrasonic  inspection  device  32a  which  proc- 
esses  flaw  detecting  data  transmitted  via  the  cable  length  adjustment  and  guide  device  31  from  the  mobile 
vehicle  device  21,  and  with  a  position  controller  32b  which  acts  to  control  the  position  of  the  mobile  vehicle 

25  device  21  .  The  ultrasonic  inspection  device  32a  and  the  position  controller  32b  are  arranged  outside  the  nuclear 
reactor  containment  vessel  22  for  shielding  them  from  radiation. 

Aguide  stud  11  extends  vertically  and  is  threadably  engaged  with  one  of  a  plurality  of  bolt  holes  3a  drilled 
through  the  upper  flange  3.  The  bolt  holes  3a  are  machined  in  order  that  the  head  closure  (not  shown)  may 
be  removably  fixed  in  position  on  the  upper  flange  2  of  the  reactor  vessel  by  means  of  bolts. 

30  In  the  present  embodiment,  a  distance  determining  device  28  (position  orientation  means)  for  orienting  the 
position  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21,  and  a  two-axes  position  detecting  and  driving  device  (position  orien- 
tation  means)  29  for  orienting  the  distance  determining  device  28  in  a  direction  to  the  mobile  vehicle  device 
21  are  mounted  substantially  at  an  intermediate  position  of  the  guide  stud  11. 

The  cable  27  is  connected  at  one  end  with  the  distance  determining  device  28  and  the  position  locating 
35  and  driving  device  29,  and  communicated  at  its  opposite  end  with  the  position  control  device  32b  and  the  pos- 

ition  locating  device  (position  orientation  means)  32c  which  are  arranged  outside  the  nuclear  reactor  contain- 
ment  vessel  22. 

The  position  control  device  32b  not  only  controls  the  position  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  ,  but  also  con- 
trols  the  position  of  the  position  locating  and  driving  device  29.  The  position  locating  device  32c  is  electrically 

40  connected  with  the  position  control  device  32b  and  functions  to  determine  the  absolute  position  of  the  mobile 
vehicle  device  21  with  reference  to  distance  data  transmitted  from  the  distance  determining  device  28  via  the 
position  control  device  32b,  and  location  data  transmitted  from  the  position  locating  and  driving  device  29. 

Then,  the  construction  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  will  be  described  in  details  hereinbelow,  with  ref- 
erence  to  FIG.  1  and  FIG.  2. 

45  The  mobile  vehicle  device  21  comprises  mounting  base  34  of  a  shell  structure,  the  mounting  base  34  hav- 
ing  a  turning  base  35  secured  thereon  for  slewing  movement.  The  mounting  base  34  is  also  provided  with  a 
running  gear  38  which  comprises  a  suitable  number  (four  in  this  embodiment  at  each  corner)  of  wheels  37  each 
of  which  may  swing  about  its  own  axis  for  free  rotation  via  a  steering  mechanism  36  in  all  directions.  The  mobile 
vehicle  device  21  may  travel  freely  along  the  wall  surface  2a  of  the  reactor  vessel  2  in  all  directions.  A  plurality 

so  of  adhesion  devices  41  are  provided  with  an  adhesion  pad  40  which  can  move  vertically  by  means  of  an  actuator 
39  so  as  to  secure  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  directly  on  the  wall  surface  2a. 

The  turning  base  35  is  in  turn  provided  with  a  suitable  number  of  thrusters  42a,  42b  each  of  which  is  dis- 
posed  to  cause  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  to  submerge  and  float  relative  to  the  reactor  vessel  2,  and  with 
a  suitable  number  of  thrusters  42c,  42d  each  of  which  is  disposed  to  be  movable  toward  and  away  from  the 

55  wall  surface  of  the  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel  2.  The  mobile  vehicle  device  may  travel  freely  in  the  water 
in  three-dimensional  directions  being  driven  by  a  propulsion  unit  42  comprising  these  thrusters  42a,  42b  and 
42c,  42d.  An  articulated  manipulator  43  with  the  six  degrees  of  freedom  of  motion  extends  from  the  turning 
base  35  in  this  embodiment. 

A  probe  44  is  attached  at  the  tip  end  of  the  manipulator,  which  probe  44  operates  to  detect  flaws  in  the 
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wall  portion  of  the  reactor  vessel  2.  Furthermore,  an  orientation  marker  50  is  secured  in  position  on  the  upper 
part  of  the  turning  base  35  via  a  two-axis  driving  device  51  as  a  target  of  the  distance  determining  device  28 
for  orienting  the  device. 

5  Then,  the  structure  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  will  be  described  hereinbelow,  along  with  the  details 
of  each  of  mechanisms,  with  reference  to  accompanying  drawings  FIG.  4  through  FIG.  9. 

FIG.  4  is  pictorial  view  of  the  mounting  base  34  which  has  a  rotational  driving  mechanism  101  arranged 
at  the  center  of  a  anchoring  base  body  100.  The  rotational  driving  mechanism  101  is  located  in  co-axial  align- 
ment  with  a  motor  101a  as  a  driving  source,  an  encoder  101b  for  detecting  the  position,  and  a  reduction  gear 

10  101c  for  boosting  up  the  drive  force  from  the  motor  101a.  While  the  reduction  gear  body  101c  is  mounted  on 
the  anchoring  base  body  100,  the  output  shaft  of  the  reduction  gear  is  freely  turnably  supported  on  a  bearing 
103  which  is  in  turn  provided  on  the  anchoring  base  body  100.  Around  the  output  shaft  102  of  the  reduction 
gear  a  sealing  material  104,  such  as  an  O-ring,  are  mounted  to  seal  the  interior  of  the  mounting  base  34. 

A  suitable  number  of  travelling  devices  38  and  adhesion  devices  41  are  disposed  on  the  outer  periphery 
15  of  the  mounting  base  34. 

In  the  mobile  vehicle  device  38,  as  shown  in  FIG.  5,  a  mobile  vehicle  device  body  100  is  mounted  on  the 
mounting  base  34  via  linear  bearings  111  such  that  the  body  100  may  move  freely  downwardly  and  upwardly 
under  the  resiliency  of  a  spring  112  arranged  at  opposite  sides  of  the  linear  bearings  111.  Asteering  mechanism 
36  for  pivotably  driving  the  wheel  37  is  arranged  inside  the  mobile  vehicle  device  body  110. 

20  In  the  steering  mechanism  36.  The  motor  36a  as  source  of  a  driving  force  is  fixed  in  position  on  the  mobile 
vehicle  device  body  110,  the  gear  36b  is  connected  to  the  output  shaft  of  the  motor  36a,  and  the  reduction 
gears  36d  engages  with  the  gear  36b.  The  output  shaft  113  of  the  reduction  gears  36d(because  this  gear  is 
an  internal  rotary  reduction  gear  of  a  known  structure,  its  detail  description  will  be  omitted  herein)  is  turnably 
supported  by  means  of  bearings  114  which  are  disposed  on  the  mobile  vehicle  device  body  110.  The  output 

25  shaft  113  of  the  reduction  gears  36d  is  provided  with  a  sealing  material  115  such  as  an  O-ring  for  sealing  the 
interior  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  body  110,  and  with  a  wheel  drive  mechanism  116  for  driving  the  wheels. 
The  output  shaft  113  of  the  reduction  gears  36d  is  provided  with  a  potentiometer  36e  which  operates  to  detect 
the  position. 

The  wheel  drive  mechanism  116  is  of  the  same  construction  as  the  driving  mechanism  101  of  the  turning 
30  base,  wherein  the  output  shaft  117  of  the  reduction  gears  116a  is  coupled  with  the  wheels  37,  and  travelling 

movement  is  carried  out  by  turning  the  wheels  37.  In  a  similar  manner  as  described  above,  the  output  shaft 
117  of  the  reduction  gears  116a  is  provided  with  a  sealing  member  119  such  as  the  O-ring  for  sealing  off  the 
interior  of  the  wheel  drive  mechanism  116.  An  encoder  116  which  can  measure  the  rotation  of  the  wheels  is 
provided  on  the  output  shaft  of  the  reduction  gears  1  16a. 

35  In  the  adhesion  device  41,  as  shown  in  FIG.  6,  the  cylinder  tube  39  is  mounted  on  the  turning  base  34, 
and  a  piston  rod  122  is  provided  in  the  interior  of  the  cylinder  tube  39  with  bearings  120  and  sealing  member 
121. 

An  adhesion  pad  40  is  attached  at  the  tip  end  of  the  piston  rod  122  by  means  of  spherical  bearings  123, 
and  a  vacuum  passage  124  in  the  tip  end  of  the  piston  rod  122  is  open  at  the  internal  surface  of  the  adhesion 

40  pad  40.  By  vacuum  exhausting  through  this  vacuum  passage  124,  a  vacuum  is  created  in  the  adhesion  pad 
40,  and  thus  the  adhesion  pad  40  may  be  pressed  against  the  wall  surface  2a  of  the  reactor  vessel  2.  Pneu- 
matic  inlet  ports  125a  and  125b  are  defined  in  an  area  intermediate  between  the  upper  end  and  the  central 
portion  of  the  cylinder  tube,  and  the  piston  rod  122  may  be  moved  in  a  vertical  direction  in  the  Figure,  by  in- 
troducing  an  pneumatic  pressure  to  either  the  pneumatic  inlet  port  125a  or  125b. 

45  FIG.  7  is  a  pictorial  view  of  the  slewing  base  35.  The  slewing  base  35  become  rotatable  by  fixing  it  on  a 
reduction  output  shaft  102  of  a  pivot  driving  mechanism  101  attached  on  the  anchoring  base  body  100.  Ar- 
ranged  inside  the  slewing  base  35  are  an  amplifier  for  driving  a  motor  of  each  of  driving  mechanism  and  an 
electric  box  130  which  contains  A/D,  D/A,  E/O,  O/E  converters  etc.  therein.  These  A/D,  D/A,  E/O,  O/E  conver- 
ters  are  adapted  to  convert  commands  from  the  position  control  devices  32b  and  data  for  transmission  to  the 

so  position  control  devices  32b.  A  fine  and  light-weight  cable  30  which  extends  outside  the  slewing  base  is  con- 
nected  with  the  electric  box  130. 

A  six-axis  articulated  manipulator  43  is  fitted  in  position  on  the  outer  periphery  of  the  pivot  base  35  (the 
manipulator  being  of  a  known  type,  its  description  is  omitted  herein).  An  orientation  marker  50  is  secured  in 
position  at  the  rearward  portion  of  the  slewing  base  35. 

55  The  orientation  marker  50  is  composed  of  a  corner  cube  70  and  a  global  light  source  71  which  is  disposed 
at  the  center  of  the  corner  cube  70.  The  orientation  marker  may  turn  around  a  point  A  where  an  incidence  light 
into  the  corner  cube  is  reflected  off  and  where  the  center  line  of  the  corner  cube  intersects  with  the  reflected 
light,  whereas  the  orientation  marker  50  is  attached  to  the  slewing  base  35  via  the  driving  device  51  which 
moves  up  and  down. 
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FIG.  9  is  a  pictorial  view  of  the  propulsion  unit  42.  Disposed  inside  the  thruster  cover  140  attached  on  the 
slewing  vase  35  is  a  motor  142  via  a  streamline-shaped  motor  cover  143,  which  motor  142  operates  to  drive 
the  screw  141.  Freely  rotatably  mounted  at  the  tip  end  of  the  output  shaft  144  of  the  motor  is  the  screw  141 

5  with  bearings  145  and  the  seals  which  are  secured  in  the  motor  cover  143. 
By  turning  the  screw  141  in  a  normal  or  reverse  direction,  the  vehicle  device  may  be  submerged  and  floated 

by  means  of  the  thrusters  42a,  42b,  which  are  arranged  in  parallel  with  the  pivot  base  35,  whereas  it  may  move 
toward  and  away  from  the  wall  surface  2a  by  means  of  the  thrusters  42c,  42d  which  are  arranged  vertically 
relative  to  the  slewing  base  35. 

10  FIG.  1  0  is  a  block  diagram  which  shows  the  flow  of  signals  in  the  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  device 
in  the  above  embodiment.  Stored  beforehand  in  the  map  memory  device  32d  shown  in  FIG.  10  is  so-called 
mapping  information,  such  as  sequence  of  the  flaw  detection  operation  by  the  mobile  vehicle  21  along  the 
wall  surface,  a  stop  position  of  the  mobile  vehicle  21  made  immovable  on  the  wall  surface  and  an  operation 
sequence  of  the  manipulator  43.  These  data  are  used  in  the  sequence  given  below  to  undertake  a  ultrasonic 

15  inspection  operation. 
(1)  The  mobile  vehicle  device  21  is  lifted  above  the  watersurface  and  kept  afloat  on  the  surface  (the  weight 
of  the  mobile  vehicle  21  is  0  kgf  in  the  water.  Because  of  a  relationship  established  between  the  center  of 
gravity  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  body  and  its  center  of  buoyancy  as  shown  in  FIG.  11,  the  mobile  vehicle 
device  may  stand  up  vertically  and  maintain  its  stable  position  in  the  water). 

20  (2)  The  vehicle  may  be  submerged  in  the  water  by  rotating  the  thrusters  42a  and  42b. 
(3)  The  vehicle  device  may  be  moved  toward  the  wall  surface  2a  by  rotating  the  thrusters  42c  and  42d. 
The  mobile  vehicle  device  may  be  moved  in  a  right  or  a  lift  direction  by  adjusting  the  rotation  of  the  screws 
141  for  these  thrusters  42c  and  42d.  The  mobile  vehicle  device  may  turn  at  a  fixed  position  by  rotating 
the  screws  of  the  thrusters  42c  and  42d  on  the  opposite  sides  of  the  of  the  vehicle  in  different  directions. 

25  In  this  way,  the  vehicle  device  21  may  be  guided  to  a  position  on  a  wall  surface  as  desired  (see  FIG.  12). 
(4)  After  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  has  come  into  contact  with  the  wall  surface  2a,  the  absolute  position 
of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  relative  to  the  reactor  vessel  2  is  determined  by  means  of  a  non-contact 
type  distance  determining  device  28. 
In  FIG.  1  3,  the  distance  determining  device  28  is  coupled  with  an  image  processing  device  61  (not  shown 

30  in  FIG.  3)  which  operates  to  detect  the  position  of  the  global  light  source  71  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21 
as  observed  by  the  visual  sensor  28a  of  the  distance  finding  device  28. 

The  image  processing  device  61  has  been  preset  with  a  reference  position,  and  the  device  61  inputs  into 
a  position  control  device  32b  any  diviation  of  the  measurement  from  this  reference  position  as  a  trucking  signal. 
The  position  control  device  32b  operates  in  response  to  this  trucking  signal  to  input  a  position  command  signal 

35  to  a  position  detecting  and  driving  device  29  which  consists  of  a  positioning  mechanism  29a  for  a  rotation  angle 
9  and  a  positioning  mechanism  29b  for  a  pivot  angle  8,  the  command  signal  indicating  the  target  position  of 
the  device  29.  The  positioning  and  driving  device  29  controls  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  to  point  toward  the 
orientation  marker  50,  while  simultaneously  controlling  the  driving  device  51  of  the  orientation  marker  50  to 
point  toward  the  distance  finding  device  28. 

40  The  rotation  direction  9  and  the  pivot  direction  8  of  the  position  locating  and  driving  device  29  are  also  input 
to  the  position  determining  device  32c. 

On  the  other  hand,  a  distance  between  the  position  determining  and  driving  device  29  and  the  mobile  ve- 
hicle  device  21  is  measured  by  means  of  the  distance  determing  device  28.  In  this  embodiment,  the  distance 
finding  device  28  uses  an  argon  laser  beam  as  a  non-contact  medium  for  measuring  a  distance.  However,  a 

45  sonic  wave  and  other  optical  means  may  alternatively  be  used.  The  laser  beam  signal  which  is  transmitted 
from  the  modulated  laser  signal  generator  63  is  guided,  via  the  distance  finding  device  28,  into  the  corner  cube 
prism  70  for  laser  reflection  in  the  orientation  marker  50  which  is  secured  in  position  on  the  mobile  vehicle 
device  21  ,  and  then  reflected  back  off  the  prism  70.  The  transmitted  signal  and  the  reflected  signal  are  input 
into  a  phase  detector  62  wherein  a  difference  in  the  phase  between  these  two  signals  is  measured,  and  the 

so  distance  D  between  the  distance  finding  device  28  and  the  orientation  marker  is  calculated.  The  data  which 
have  been  collected  on  the  distance  are  likewise  input  to  the  position  locating  device  32c. 

In  the  position  locating  device  32c,  the  orientation  of  the  absolute  position  for  the  mobile  vehicle  device 
21  are  calculated  in  accordance  with  a  formula  given  below,  given  a  horizontal  distance  R  between  the  rotation 
axis  of  the  position  locating  and  driving  device  29  and  the  wall  surface  2a  of  the  reactor  vessel  2. 

55  Horizontal  Direction  Angle  9  is  used  as  it  is  (which  represents  the  angular  position  of  the  driving 
device  29) 

Depth-wise  Direction  Depth  L  =  D-sin  (arccos  R/D) 
The  absolute  position  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  may  be  known  from  the  above  calculation. 
Furthermore,  a  position  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  can  be  obtained  without  dead  angle,  since  the 
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distance  determing  device  28  is  attached  at  an  upper  portion  in  a  scanning  range  along  which  the  mobile  ve- 
hicle  device  21  may  move. 

(5)  Aflaw  detecting  position  is  retrieved  from  the  map  information  storage  device  32d  and  then  fed  to  the 
5  position  control  device  32b  wherein  a  current  position  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  and  its  deviation 

from  a  reference  position  are  utilized  to  compute  a  target  position  command.  The  driving  instruction  is  given 
to  the  mobile  vehicle  device  38  to  move  it  to  a  target  position. 

In  the  meantime,  the  mobile  vehicle  device  may  run  on  the  surface  by  operating  the  thrusters  42c 
and  42d  to  point  toward  the  direction  of  approach,  and  urging  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  toward  the  wall 

10  surface  2a. 
(6)  After  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  has  reached  a  target  position,  the  device  stops  travelling  to  actuate 
the  cylinder  38  of  the  adhesion  device  41  for  urging  the  adhesion  pad  40  against  the  wall  surface  2a  and 
creating  a  vacuum  in  the  adhesion  pad.  The  mobile  vehicle  device  21  is  then  secured  on  the  wall  surface 
2a. 

15  (7)  The  mobile  vehicle  device  is  again  measured  for  its  absolute  position. 
Then,  information  for  the  operation  of  the  manipulator  43  is  retrieved  from  the  map  information  memory 

device  32d  and  sent  to  the  position  control  device  32b,  and  this  data  is  utilized  to  actuate  a  driving  means  (not 
shown)  which  is  contained  in  the  manipulator  43  for  controlling  the  position  of  the  probe  44  provided  at  the  tip 
end  of  the  manipulator  43.  When  the  probe  44  comes  to  a  position  where  a  flaw  detection  operation  should 

20  be  made,  the  ultrasonic  inspection  device  32a  receives  a  signal  indicating  a  flaw  detecting  position  from  the 
position  control  device  32b  and  sends  the  probe  44  an  instruction  for  initiating  a  flaw  detection  operation.  In 
this  way,  data  concerning  the  results  of  flaw  detection  operation  may  be  collected  in  a  real  time  mode.  Since 
the  data  about  the  flaw  detected  position  is  input  to  the  ultrasonic  inspection  device  from  the  position  control 
device  32b,  and  thus  a  defective  location  may  be  identified  easily  if  present. 

25  At  this  moment,  since  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  is  fixed  in  position  relative  to  the  wall  surface  2a,  and 
the  flaw  detection  is  done  by  means  of  the  manipulator  43,  the  device  may  traverse  at  a  fixed  speed  utilizing 
urging  force  imposed  on  the  probe  44  and  an  improved  precision  in  the  trajectory  defined  by  the  probe  44. 
After  the  flaw  detection  operation  is  complete,  the  piston  rod  122  is  actuated  to  move  the  adhesion  pad  40 
away  from  the  wall  surface  2a,  and  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  is  thus  released  from  its  fixed  position. 

30  (8)  By  repeating  the  above  sequences  (5)  -  (7)  a  flaw  detection  operation  may  be  undertaken  covering  a 
range  as  desired. 

When  a  flaw  detecting  position  is  located  at  the  upper  portion  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  21  (which  may 
be  located  at,  for  example,  the  interior  surface  of  the  nozzle  etc.  as  shown  in  FIG.  1),  the  position  of  the  ma- 
nipulator  43  may  be  varied  to  carry  out  a  flaw  detection  operation,  by  actuating  the  slewing  base  35  to  turn. 

35  Since  the  reaction  from  the  manipulator  is  received  by  the  adhesion  pads  40  with  an  extended  distance 
W  spaced  therebetween  by  arranging  the  absorption  pads  40  as  shown  in  FIG.  15.  Consequently,  the  effect 
of  the  force  F  can  be  reduced,  and  the  anchoring  carriage  can  be  placed  stably  in  a  fixed  location. 

A  second  embodiment  of  the  present  invention  now  will  be  described  with  reference  to  FIG.  16  and  FIG. 
17. 

40  The  similar  parts  as  those  in  the  first  embodiment  are  indicated  with  the  same  reference  numerals  and 
their  description  is  omitted. 

The  second  embodiment  is  an  alternative  to  the  first  embodiment  obtained  by  modifying  the  latter  so  that 
a  counter-weight  56  is  provided  to  the  manipulator  43  in  the  first  embodiment  via  a  linkage. 

As  shown  in  FIG.  16,  there  is  provided  a  lever  57  which  is  freely  rotatably  attached  to  a  M2  driving  section 
45  body  which  is  equivalent  to  a  shoulder  portion.  Arod  58  is  freely  rotatably  attached  to  a  M3  driving  section  which 

is  equivalent  to  an  elbow  portion  at  one  end  of  the  rod  57.  A  counter-weight  56  is  fixed  in  position  at  an  opposite 
end  of  the  lever  57. 

By  adding  the  counter-weight  56,  it  becomes  possible  to  locate  the  manipulator  43  so  that  its  center  of 
gravity  is  on  the  M2  driving  axis,  and  thus  the  manipulator  43  does  not  alter  the  position  of  its  center  of  gravity 

so  even  when  the  position  of  the  manipulator  43  is  changed.  As  a  result,  no  variation  in  the  load  to  be  imposed 
upon  the  adhesion  pads  40  occurs,  and  a  further  improved  stability  is  ensured  in  securing  the  device  to  the 
wall  surface,  and  thereby  ensuring  a  highly  precise  defect  finding  operation. 

Meanwhile,  the  present  invention  has  been  described  for  its  application  for  finding  a  defect  on  a  nuclear 
reactor  pressure  vessel  by  means  of  ultrasonic  means,  but  as  obvious  to  those  skilled  in  the  art,  the  inspection 

55  system  of  the  present  invention  may  also  be  applicable  to  a  defect  finding  operation  for  various  pipings,  and 
other  structures  in  various  plants  such  as  nuclear  power  stations.  The  present  invention  may  also  be  applicable 
to  an  inspection  system  which  needs  positioning  in  a  wide  area,  such  as  ECT  devices  and  inspection  devices, 
by  attaching  an  ECT  (eddy  current  defect  finding  test)  tool  or  an  TTV  camera  (industrial  television  camera)  on 
the  tip  end  of  the  manipulator  or  the  mobile  vehicle  device. 
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Furthermore,  the  mobile  type  inspection  system  of  the  present  invention  may  also  be  used  in  various  op- 
erations,  such  as  the  cleaning  of  debris  off  the  wall  surface  area  and  the  recovery  of  floating  materials  from 
the  water,  by  attaching  a  single-purpose  tool  to  the  tip  end  of  the  manipulator. 

5  As  described  above,  the  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  of  the  present  invention  comprises  a 
mobile  vehicle  device  adapted  to  move  to  any  position  within  a  large  vessel  while  travelling  along  the  wall  sur- 
face,  and  the  system  may  be  constituted  in  a  compact  configuration  with  a  reduced  weight  by  fitting  an  ad- 
sorption  device  and  a  manipulator  to  the  mobile  vehicle  body.  The  inspection  system  may  also  be  constituted 
for  allowing  its  easy  assembly,  fitting  and  adjustment  by  eliminating  the  need  of  ancillary  equipments  which 

10  would  otherwise  be  required  in  position  on  a  large-sized  vessel  body  in  the  traditional  device.  Furthermore, 
the  inspection  system  of  the  present  invention  can  be  controlled  to  shift  in  a  very  short  period  by  means  of  a 
propulsion  device  in  a  three-dimensional  space  even  when  an  intended  site  of  operation  is  substantially  spaced 
apart.  Because  the  absolute  position  of  the  mobile  vehicle  device  can  be  located,  the  system  allows  a  defect 
finding  operation  with  an  increased  precision.  Consequently,  the  system  of  the  present  invention  which  is  com- 

15  pact  and  light  in  weight  can  find  an  application  in  a  wide  range  of  defect  finding  operations  with  an  increased 
precision,  and  the  assembly  and  the  subsequent  adjustment  of  the  inspection  system  can  be  made  easier  to 
reduce  the  number  of  workers  needed.  Moreover,  a  work  period  which  is  needed  to  undertake  the  defect  find- 
ing  operation  in  the  nuclear  reactor  pressure  vessel  can  be  shortened  to  1/4  -  1/5  of  that  usually  taken  in  a 
traditional  inspection  procedure.  This  greatly  contributes  to  the  reduction  of  the  exposure  of  operators  to  radi- 

20  ation,  while  simultaneously  cutting  a  work  period  and  saving  cost. 

Claims 

25  1.  An  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system,  wherein  said  system  comprises  a  articulated  manipulator 
with  a  probe  attached  at  its  top  end  thereof,  a  turning  base  which  supports  the  proximal  end  of  the  ma- 
nipulator  for  free  rotation  and  which  has  a  thruster,  a  mounting  base  which  is  attached  to  a  bottom  of  said 
turning  base  via  a  pivot  driving  mechanism,  an  adhesion  device  and  a  mobile  vehicle  device  both  of  which 
are  mounted  on  an  outer  periphery  of  said  mounting  base. 

30 
2.  The  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  as  claimed  in  Claim  1,  wherein  an  orientation  marker  is 

attached  to  said  pivot  base  by  means  of  a  driving  means  so  that  a  direction  of  said  orientation  marker 
may  be  made  variable. 

35  3.  The  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  as  claimed  in  Claim  2,  wherein  said  orientation  marker 
comprises  a  corner  cube,  and  a  global  light  source,  wherein  the  absolute  position  of  said  inspection  system 
may  be  determined  by  means  of  laser  distance  determing  device  provided  at  a  fixed  position. 

4.  The  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  as  claimed  in  Claims  1  through  3,  wherein  said  pivot  driving 

4o  mechanism  mounted  at  the  bottom  of  said  pivot  base  and  said  mobile  vehicle  device  of  said  anchoring 
base  are  provided  with  a  detector  for  sensing  a  rotation  angle  and  a  rotation  speed  of  the  device. 

5.  The  underwater  mobile  type  in  spection  system  as  claimed  in  Claims  1  through  4,  wherein  said  inspection 
system  may  be  0  kgf  in  weight  in  the  water,  and  may  be  movable  in  any  three-dimensional  direction  in 
water. 

45 
6.  The  underwater  mobile  type  inspection  system  as  claim  in  Claim  1  through  5,  wherein  the  elbow  axis  and 

the  shoulder  axis  of  said  multi-articulated  manipulator  are  connected  each  other  by  means  of  a  link  mech- 
anism  consisting  of  a  rod  and  a  lever,  and  a  counter-weight  is  arranged  at  one  end  of  said  link  mechanism. 

40 

45 

50 
Patentanspruche 

1.  Mobiles  Unterwasser-Prufsystem,  wobei  das  System  aufweist: 
einen  Gelenkmanipulator  mit  einem  an  seinem  oberen  Ende  befestigten  Prufkopf,  eine  Schwenkhalte- 

55  rung,  die  das  nahere  Ende  des  Manipulators  frei  drehbar  tragt  und  einen  Vortrieb  aufweist,  einen  Unter- 
satz,  deran  einem  untersten  Teil  des  Schwenkkopfes  durch  einen  Schwenkantriebsmechanismus  befe- 
stigt  ist,  eine  Haftungsvorrichtung  und  eine  mobile  Tragervorrichtung,  die  beide  an  einem  aulieren  Rand 
des  Untersatzes  angebaut  sind. 
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2.  Mobiles  Unterwasser-Prufsystem  nach  Anspruch  1,  wobei  eine  Ansteuerungsmarke  mit  Hilfe  eines  An- 
triebsmechanismus  an  dem  Schwenkkopf  befestigt  ist,  so  dalieine  Richtung  der  Ansteuerungsmarke  ver- 
anderlich  gemacht  werden  kann. 

3.  Mobiles  Unterwasser-Prufsystem  nach  Anspruch  2,  wobei  die  Ansteuerungsmarke  ein  Prisma  enthalt, 
und  eine  kugelformige  Lichtquelle,  wobei  die  endgultige  Position  des  Prufsystems  mit  Hilfe  einer  Laser- 
Entfernungsbestimmungsvorrichtung  bestimmt  werden  kann,  die  in  einer  festen  Position  vorgesehen  ist. 

4.  Mobiles  Unterwasser-Prufsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  bis  3,  wobei  der  an  dem  untersten  Teil  des  Schwenk- 
kopfes  angebaute  Schwenkantriebsmechanismus  und  die  mobile  Tragervorrichtung  des  Untersatzes  mit 
einem  Detektorzum  Abtasten  eines  Drehwinkels  und  einer  Drehzahl  der  Vorrichtung  versehen  sind. 

5.  Mobiles  Unterwasser-Prufsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  bis  4,  wobei  das  Prufsystem  im  Wasser  ein  Gewicht 
von  0  kgf  haben  kann  und  in  in  irgendeiner  dreidimensionalen  Richtung  im  Wasser  bewegbar  ist. 

6.  Mobiles  Unterwasser-Prufsystem  nach  Anspruch  1  bis  5,  wobei  die  Ellenbogenachse  und  die  Schulter- 
achse  des  Mehrfachgelenkmanipulators  mit  Hilfe  eines  aus  einer  Stange  und  einem  Hebel  bestehenden 
Gelenkmechanismus  miteinanderverbunden  sind,  und  ein  Gegengewichtan  einem  Ende  des  Gelenkme- 
chanismus  angeordnet  ist. 

Revendications 

1.  Systeme  de  controle  de  type  mobile  immerge,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  systeme  comprend  un  manipu- 
lates  articule  avec  un  palpeurf  ixe  au  niveau  de  son  extremite  superieure,  une  base  rotative  qui  supporte 
I'extremite  proximale  du  manipulateur  en  vue  de  sa  rotation  libre  et  qui  comporte  un  poussoir,  une  base 
de  fixation  qui  est  f  ixee  a  une  partie  inferieure  de  ladite  base  rotative  par  I'intermediaire  d'un  mecanisme 
d'entraTnement  a  pivot,  un  dispositif  d'adhesion  et  un  dispositif  formantvehicule  mobile  qui  sont  tousdeux 
montes  sur  une  peripheric  exterieure  de  ladite  base  de  fixation. 

2.  Systeme  de  controle  de  type  mobile  immerge,  selon  la  revendication  1  ,  caracterise  en  ce  qu'un  marqueur 
d'orientation  est  fixe  a  ladite  base  pivotante  par  un  moyen  d'entraTnement  de  telle  sorte  que  Ton  peut  faire 
varier  une  direction  dudit  marqueur  d'orientation. 

3.  Systeme  de  controle  de  type  mobile  immerge,  selon  la  revendication  2,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit  mar- 
queur  d'orientation  comprend  un  cube  d'angle  et  une  source  de  lumiere  globale  et  en  ce  que  la  position 
absolue  dudit  systeme  de  controle  peut  etre  determinee  au  moyen  d'un  dispositif  de  determination  de  dis- 
tance  a  laser  prevu  a  un  emplacement  fixe. 

4.  Systeme  de  controle  de  type  mobile  immerge  selon  les  revendications  1  a  3,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit 
mecanisme  d'entraTnement  a  pivot  fixe  au  niveau  de  la  partie  inferieure  de  ladite  base  pivotante  et  ledit 
dispositif  formant  vehicule  mobile  de  ladite  base  d'ancrage  sont  pourvus  d'un  detecteur  pour  capter  un 
angle  de  rotation  et  une  vitesse  de  rotation  du  dispositif. 

5.  Systeme  de  controle  de  type  mobile  immerge  selon  les  revendications  1  a  4,  caracterise  en  ce  que  ledit 
systeme  d'inspection  peut  presenter  un  poids  de  0  kgf  dans  I'eau,  et  peutse  deplacerdans  toute  direction 
tridimensionnelle  dans  I'eau. 

6.  Systeme  de  controle  de  type  mobile  immerge  selon  les  revendications  1  a  5,  caracterise  en  ce  que  I'axe 
du  coude  et  I'axe  de  I'epaulement  dudit  manipulateur  a  multi-articulations  sont  relies  au  moyen  d'un  me- 
canisme  de  liaison  se  composant  d'une  tige  et  d'un  levier  et  en  ce  qu'un  contre-poids  est  prevu  au  niveau 
d'une  extremite  dudit  mecanisme  de  liaison. 
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